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Key Selling Points
The only book of felt animals themed around Kenneth Grahame’s classic children’s story, The Wind in the Willows, loved by adults and
children for over a hundred years
The animals – Mole, Ratty, Toad and Badger – are made using simple techniques, including charming hand-painted faces and internal wire
armatures allowing you to pose the animals
Includes patterns for four animals in two different sizes – the smaller of which is 1/12th scale, which makes them perfect for doll’s houses –
plus a wide range of clothing and accessories.

Description
Bring The Wind in the Willows to life with beginner-friendly sewing patterns for felt animals.

The book includes key characters from the classic Kenneth Grahame tale, with interchangeable clothing, accessories, and a few small furniture
pieces. Interwoven throughout the book, a collection of magical photographs and quotes from the original book highlight the animals and their
accessories in natural settings to spark the imagination as you create.

This book will inspire beginners and delight experienced makers with its designs. While creating enchanting felt animals, you will learn to enjoy
every stitch from beginning to end, no matter your level of experience, with detailed illustrations, full-size patterns and step-by-step instructions
for each project.

About the Author
Cynthia Treen is a fibre artist, author, and sewing instructor based in Rhode Island, USA. Cynthia studied at Rhode Island School of Design and
has worked in her creative field ever since. Cynthia worked with Martha Stewart Living in product design, photo styling, and craft development,
and was a frequent on-screen guest for the show. Visit her website www.cynthiatreenstudio.com
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